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With reliable information (not readily or accurately available on the internet) these sketchbooks

address the needs of contemporary practitioners, carefully treading that fine line between providing

practical tools and information while not interfering with their creative freedom. They are also made

entirely out of eco-friendly materials. Sketchbooks for the twenty-first century: for artists, illustrators,

draughtsmen and anyone interested in the visual arts. Ideally suited for designers, graphic

designers, illustrators, art directors and anyone working within the creative industries, or studying

these disciplines, or simply interested in exploring his or her creativity. This updated sketchbook

design features a unique tear-off cover that, when removed, exposes the resilient textured cover in

a contrast colour.
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I will start off with the outer appearance of the book: The color is a maroon-ish/burgundy, quite true

to the thumbnail shown. The middle part however is a bright mint green instead of a pale mint green

as shown in the thumbnail. This middle part is detachable. I find this middle part to get in my way a

bit, because it keeps flipping out whenever I open the book. The book is comfortably sized and of

ample thickness. However, I feel like the cover of the book is rather thin and flimsy, no doubt prone

to tearing further down the road.Next, the interior: The interior is filled with faintly outlined figures of

which you can "dress up". On one page there is 2 female figures and on the opposite facing page, 1



male figure. These pages are followed with about 4 blank pages for random sketching/doodling/note

taking/whatever you please. I would've preferred if there were only female figures in the book but

this is just a personal preference and isn't at all a set-back.At the very back of the book, there are a

few pages with measurements and some information about different sorts of fabrics and colors, etc.

Theres also a cute little instruction manual on how tie bow-ties, scarfs and togas.Overall, I would

definitely recommend this book for anyone who is aspiring to be a fashion designer or for basically

anyone interested in fashion. I feel some people present this book to be a bit intimidating to those

with minimal ability to draw but are still interested in fashion/designing. I can barely draw but this

book serves as good practice and practice makes perfect ;)
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